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OBJECTIVES: We determined whether implementing the Pediatric Emergency Care Applied

abstract

Research Network (PECARN) traumatic brain injury (TBI) prediction rules and providing
risks of clinically important TBIs (ciTBIs) with computerized clinical decision support (CDS)
reduces computed tomography (CT) use for children with minor head trauma.
METHODS: Nonrandomized trial with concurrent controls at 5 pediatric emergency

departments (PEDs) and 8 general EDs (GEDs) between November 2011 and June 2014.
Patients were <18 years old with minor blunt head trauma. Intervention sites received CDS
with CT recommendations and risks of ciTBI, both for patients at very low risk of ciTBI (no
Pediatric Emergency Care Applied Research Network rule factors) and those not at very low
risk. The primary outcome was the rate of CT, analyzed by site, controlling for time trend.
RESULTS: We analyzed 16 635 intervention and 2394 control patients. Adjusted for time

trends, CT rates decreased significantly (P < .05) but modestly (2.3%–3.7%) at 2 of 4
intervention PEDs for children at very low risk. The other 2 PEDs had small (0.8%–1.5%)
nonsignificant decreases. CT rates did not decrease consistently at the intervention GEDs,
with low baseline CT rates (2.1%–4.0%) in those at very low risk. The control PED had
little change in CT use in similar children (from 1.6% to 2.9%); the control GED showed
a decrease in the CT rate (from 7.1% to 2.6%). For all children with minor head trauma,
intervention sites had small decreases in CT rates (1.7%–6.2%).
CONCLUSIONS: The implementation of TBI prediction rules and provision of risks of ciTBIs by

using CDS was associated with modest, safe, but variable decreases in CT use. However,
some secular trends were also noted.
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WHAT’S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: Few previous studies have
been conducted in the emergency department to evaluate the
implementation of prediction rules and guidelines for patients
with minor blunt head trauma. The results have been mixed
with regards to changing practice.
WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: Implementation of the Pediatric
Emergency Care Applied Research Network traumatic brain
injury prediction rules and provision of risks of brain injuries
via clinical decision support was associated with modest, safe,
but variable reduction in computed tomography use in children
with minor head trauma. Secular trends were also noted.
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Blunt head trauma in children
accounts for >450 000 emergency
department (ED) visits annually
in the United States; most is minor
head trauma.1 Population-based
estimates of computed tomography
(CT) use in children with minor head
trauma are lacking, although recent
data suggest decreasing overuse
of CT.2,3 Several clinical prediction
rules and guidelines have been
developed to optimize the use of
CT in head-injured children, aiming
to minimize unnecessary ionizing
radiation exposure.3–8 In a cohort
of 42 412 children with minor blunt
head trauma (CTs obtained for
35%), our investigative team derived
and validated prediction rules for
CT use in the Pediatric Emergency
Care Applied Research Network
(PECARN).6
The importance of prediction
rules and guidelines lies in their
ability to safely impact care.9 Few
implementation and impact studies
have been conducted in the ED for
patients with blunt head trauma; the
results have been mixed with regards
to changing practice.10–13 No previous
published study has implemented
the PECARN traumatic brain injury
(TBI) prediction rules or provided
risk estimates for clinically important
TBI (ciTBI) across multiple EDs by
using real-time computerized clinical
decision support (CDS).
Our primary aim was to determine
whether implementing the 2 agebased PECARN TBI clinical prediction
rules by using a multifaceted
intervention, centered around
computerized CDS, would decrease
the rate of cranial CT use for children
with minor blunt head trauma at
very low risk of ciTBIs, without
increasing the rate of missed ciTBIs.
Our secondary aim was to determine
whether CDS that provided risk data
for ciTBI for all children with minor
blunt head trauma would decrease
CT use.

METHODS
Study Design
We performed a nonrandomized
multicenter clinical trial with
concordant controls at 13 US EDs
from November 2011 to June
2014 (www.clinicaltrials.gov;
NCT01453621).

Setting and Population
We included 5 sites in the PECARN
and 8 sites in a northern California
Kaiser Permanente ED research
network (Clinical Research on
Emergency Services and Treatment
[CREST] network). The PECARN sites
included 4 freestanding children’s
hospital EDs and 1 pediatric ED
(PED) within a general hospital. All
sites (other than the PECARN control
PED) used Epic (Verona, WI) as their
ED electronic health record (EHR).
We purposely chose 2 of the PEDs
and all of the general EDs (GEDs)
because they had not been part of
the derivation and validation of the
prediction rules. The other 2 PED
intervention sites, although part
of the rule derivation/validation,
used Epic as their EHR and had the
informatics capacity to participate.
There were 5 “analytic units” in
CREST, consisting of 3 pairs of GEDs
(same physicians staffing paired sites)
and 2 unpaired EDs. Two CREST GEDs
(1 of the paired analytic units) and
1 PECARN site served as controls
to track secular trends. Each site’s
institutional review board approved
the study with waiver or exemption
from written informed consent.
Patients (unit of analysis) were
eligible if they were <18 years of age
and experienced minor blunt head
trauma, defined by Glasgow Coma
Scale (GCS) scores of 14 to 15, within
24 hours of ED presentation. In order
to conduct a more pragmatic trial and
because head trauma is an isolated
sporadic event, patients could be
enrolled more than once (ie, “patient”
in the article connotes “patient
encounters”). We have previously

described the EHR-based method to
identify potentially eligible patients
based on ED visit chief complaints.14
The patients of interest were those
with minor, nontrivial blunt head
trauma, similar to the original
PECARN TBI prediction rule
study.6 We excluded patients with:
penetrating trauma, brain tumors,
known coagulopathies or ventricular
shunts, preexisting neurologic
disorders complicating assessments,
or previous neuroimaging obtained
at an outside hospital.14 We
retrospectively distinguished patients
with minor head trauma from those
with trivial trauma (as defined in the
PECARN prediction rule manuscript)
based on clinical data entered in the
EHR. For analytic purposes, we a
priori excluded patients with trivial
trauma, as these patients were not
included in the original PECARN
prediction rule population.6

ED Patient Assessment and Data
Completion
For each patient, clinicians completed
a blunt head trauma data collection
template specifically designed
for the study. This template was
needed because the prediction rule
data points (Supplemental Table 7)
were inconsistently documented
in the medical record. All types of
clinicians (attending physicians,
fellow and resident physicians,
nurses, nurse practitioners, and
physician assistants) could complete
the template. Lead site investigators
at each site trained the clinical staff
on template completion. Attending
faculty and fellows were expected to
view already completed head trauma
template data and amend it if they
disagreed with particular findings.15
To assess the frequency and
characteristics of eligible patients
who were missed from enrollment,
research coordinators manually
reviewed the EHR for a randomly
sampled day for every 2 weeks of
enrollment.
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Intervention
Based on preceding research, we
developed a multifaceted intervention
to deliver computer-based CDS to
provide directive recommendations
on CT use and assistive information
(eg, risk estimates of ciTBI) to
the bedside clinicians.15–20 The
intervention included (1) real-time
EHR-based CDS within site-specific
workflows, (2) specific designation
of and facilitation by local opinion
leaders (physicians and informatics
specialists) to train and encourage
staff, and (3) focused education at
each site (grand rounds and small
group sessions).15,20 The components
of the CDS included: (1) automatic
determination of whether the
patient met the age-specific PECARN
prediction rule very low risk criteria;
(2) a recommendation that CT
was not indicated if the child met
the very low risk criteria; (3) risk
estimates for ciTBI; and (4) links
to the prediction rule criteria and
publication (Supplemental Fig 3).15,21
The 1-time education consisted of a
standard presentation focused on the
CDS components and how to navigate
to its different components.
Based on the data from the original
PECARN prediction rule study,
we also provided clinicians with
risks of ciTBI if the patients had
only 1 prediction rule risk factor
and the upper boundary of the
95% confidence interval (CI)
was <2% from the point estimate
(Supplemental Fig 4).22–27 For all
patients, we provided a statement
regarding clinical predictors that
placed patients at higher risk for ciTBI
(eg, altered mental status). The CDS
and recommendations provided were
based on the most recent data entered
into the head trauma template, which
was shared among providers.

Assignment of Sites to Intervention
or Control Groups
We selected sites to receive the
CDS in a nonrandom fashion. We

selected the single PECARN control
site based on its use of a different
EHR; data collection at this site
occurred on paper. Clinicians at all
participating sites were unaware of
whether CDS would be implemented
at their site. The control sites did
not systematically implement any
interventions to assist in CT decisionmaking for pediatric head trauma
patients (monitored by the lead
investigator). At the intervention
sites, the time of study before
(9.6–15.7 months) and after the
intervention (10.1–15.7 months)
varied based on the site’s readiness
to implement the CDS.

Outcomes
The primary study outcome was
the CT rate (primary analysis in
those at very low risk of ciTBI and
secondary analysis in all with minor
head trauma). Secondary outcomes
included: (1) the number/percentage
of patients with ciTBIs not identified
on the initial ED visit, and (2) the
length of stay (LOS) in the ED for
discharged patients. As in the original
PECARN study, we defined ciTBI as
death from the TBI, neurosurgical
procedure for TBI, intubation
for at least 24 hours for TBI, or
hospitalization for ≥2 nights due to the
head trauma in association with TBI on
CT.6 Lead site investigators assessed
for ciTBI blinded to prediction rule
data. We defined TBI on CT as any
acute traumatic intracranial finding
or a skull fracture depressed by at
least the width of the skull.6
For patients discharged from the ED,
we defined ED LOS as the interval in
minutes between the time-stamped
arrival and the time of discharge.
Finally, we assessed the sensitivity
of the PECARN prediction rules to
identify children with ciTBI. We
included in this analysis only those
patients for whom all age-specific
predictors were completed.
For enrolled patients who did not
undergo CT (or MRI) and were
discharged from the hospital,

research coordinators performed
medical record reviews to assess for
missed ciTBIs and subsequent TBIs
on CT (or MRI). For practical reasons,
we did not conduct telephone
follow-up for those discharged from
the ED. In our previous study, only
1 out of 38 591 patients discharged
from the ED was subsequently
diagnosed with a ciTBI (hospitalized
for 2 nights for a cerebral contusion;
no neurosurgery).6

Sample Size
We aimed to enroll at least 746
very low risk patients per site to
provide 80% power to detect a 7%
absolute difference in the rate of CT
use, with a baseline rate of 17%.28
At higher volume sites, we targeted
an enrollment of 1178 very low risk
patients to reach 90% power to detect
a 7% difference from a worst-case
baseline CT rate of 20%. Based on site
pediatric volumes, we expected 15 to
24 months of enrollment per site.

Analysis
We conducted the primary analysis on
children with minor head trauma at
very low risk for ciTBI using segmented
logistic regression, separately by site.
We fit a logistic regression model
that included both intercept and slope
terms to account for secular trends,
as well as patient age group (< 2 years
and 2–18 years of age). If the slope
was significant (at a conservative
P = .1 level), pre- and postintervention
slope terms were included in the
final model. A postintervention
intercept, representing the effect of
CDS implementation, was the primary
predictive term of interest. We chose
the by-site analysis to be primary due
to an a priori hypothesis that the CT
rates and intervention effect would
vary by site.
We conducted secondary analyses
that evaluated: (1) all patients with
minor trauma (combining those who
did and did not meet very low risk
criteria) and (2) only those patients
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who were not at very low risk of
ciTBI. We also examined differential
intervention effects between patient
age groups. Finally, we conducted
multivariable logistic regression
analyses to determine the potential
effect of clinician, site, and ED acuity
factors on the odds of CT for all
enrolled patients. All analyses were
performed by using SAS version 9.4
(SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC).

RESULTS
Clinicians entered data into the EHR
template for 28 669 patients (Fig 1).
Of the 26 280 patients who were not
excluded, 19 029 (72.4%) had minor,
nontrivial head trauma, including
16 635 and 2394 at intervention
and control sites, respectively.
Complete data to determine the
proportion of children at very low
risk of ciTBI varied among sites
between 48% (PED site 2) and 93%.
The completeness of data varied
minimally within sites throughout
the study (and mainly at study
outset; data available on request).
Supplemental Table 8 displays the
characteristics of providers who
completed data for the 19 029
patients with minor head trauma.
There was variation among PEDs,
with some having substantially
higher rates of data completion
by nurses. The characteristics of
the patients for whom data were
entered in the EHR were similar to
those patients for whom no data
were entered (ie the missed eligible
population) (Supplemental Table 9).
Table 1 demonstrates the
characteristics of the 19 029 enrolled
patients with minor blunt head
trauma. The control EDs had a higher
proportion of patients <2 years
and patients with fewer signs and
symptoms of TBI.
The results for our primary aim
are displayed in Table 2 and Fig 2.
Adjusted for age group and time
trends, the CT rates for children at very
low risk of ciTBIs after CDS decreased

FIGURE 1
Patients at all sites. aExcluded: met any exclusion criteria or GCS score <14. bRun-in phases: at each
site, the initial 2-week period during the baseline CT phase (before CDS) and the 2-week period after
CDS implementation (at intervention sites). cTrivial head trauma: patients who met the following 2
criteria: (1) low risk mechanism of injury; and (2) no signs or symptoms of head trauma other than
scalp abrasions or lacerations (ie, GCS score was 15 and all other variables were marked as “no” or
“none"). dUndeterminable: incomplete head trauma data to determine if trivial or minor head trauma.
eAge-speciﬁc rule complete: patients had all prediction rule elements completed (and not “unknown”).

TABLE 1 Characteristics of the 19 029 Patients With Minor Blunt Head Trauma
Characteristics

Mean age, y (SD)
<2 y old, n (%)
2–18 y old, n (%)
Boy, n (%)
Patients meeting PECARN very low risk
criteria,b n (%)
Intermediate risk for ciTBI,b,c n (%)
High risk for ciTBI,b,d n (%)
Severe mechanism, n (%)
GCS = 14, n (%)
Other signs of altered mental status,
n (%)
Signs of skull fracture (either basilar
or palpable), n (%)
Any LOC, n (%)
ciTBI, n (%)

Intervention EDs:
Before CDS

Intervention EDs:
After CDS

Control EDsa

N patients = 8568

N patients = 8067

N patients = 2394

7 (5)
1692 (20)
6876 (80)
5249 (61)
3652 (43)

7 (5)
1667 (21)
6400 (79)
5080 (63)
3830 (47)

5 (5)
722 (30)
1672 (70)
1438 (60)
1492 (62)

3083 (36)
763 (9)
1199 (14)
273 (3)
481 (6)

2622 (33)
649 (8)
848 (11)
238 (3)
431 (5)

599 (25)
128 (5)
227 (9)
31 (1)
76 (3)

258 (3)

204 (3)

85 (4)

1360 (16)
58 (1)

1249 (15)
56 (1)

209 (9)
3 (0)

a Statistically signiﬁcant differences (P < .05) mainly noted between PED intervention sites and PED control site, with the
PED control site having a higher proportion of younger patients and with less severe symptoms (eg, meeting very low risk
criteria more frequently, no LOC, no signs of altered mental status). Full analytic comparison of PED and GED intervention
sites available on request.
b Total patients at very low, intermediate, and high risk do not total 100% due to incomplete data to assess risk for all patients.
c Intermediate risk, for children <2 years, any of the following: history of LOC ≥5 seconds, occipital, parietal, or temporal
scalp hematoma, not acting normally per parent, or severe mechanism of injury. For children 2 to 18 years old, any of the
following: history of LOC, severe headache, history of vomiting, or severe mechanism of injury.
d High risk: presence of GCS score of 14 or altered mental status (both age groups), physical examination signs of basilar
skull fracture (for those 2–18 years old), or palpable skull fracture (for those <2 y).

significantly but modestly at 2 PEDs,
but did not change significantly at the
other 2 PEDs. There was little change
in CT rates after CDS at the GEDs.
However, the GEDs had low baseline
rates of CT use before CDS. These
results did not change substantially

when all the patients with “unknown”
status were considered to be at very
low risk. The modest decrease in CT
rates after CDS at the PEDs were noted
mainly in children <2 years (Table 3).
Over the study period, the control PED
site had little change in CT use in those
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TABLE 2 CT Rates in Patients With Minor Blunt Head Trauma at Very Low Risk of ciTBI (N = 7482) at Intervention EDs Before and After Implementation of
CDS, Adjusted for Time Trends
EDs

Intervention PED 1
Intervention PED 2
Intervention PED 3
Intervention PED 4
Intervention GED 1
Intervention GED 2
Intervention GED 3
Intervention GED 4
All intervention EDs
Control PEDd
Control GEDd

No. of Mo
Before CDSa

No. of Mo
After CDSa

CT Rate Before CDS

CT Rate After CDS

n/N (%)

n/N (%)

13.1
14.2
13.2
9.6
15.7
15.7
15.6
15.6

10.1
12.0
10.1
15.7
12.3
12.3
12.3
12.3

52/963 (5.4)
18/434 (4.1)
65/809 (8.0)
22/158 (13.9)
7/341 (2.1)
15/556 (2.7)
3/88 (3.4)
12/303 (4.0)
194/3652 (5.3)
6/378 (1.6)
22/311 (7.1)

22/705 (3.1)
7/264 (2.7)
39/898 (4.3)
42/319 (13.2)
10/391 (2.6)
23/521 (4.4)
3/165 (1.8)
16/567 (2.8)
162/3830 (4.2)
12/418 (2.9)
10/385 (2.6)

d

d

d

d

Unadjusted OR

Adjusted OR (95% CI)b

Pb

0.56
0.63
0.52
0.94
1.25
1.67
0.52
0.70
0.79
1.83
0.38

0.56 (0.34–0.94)
0.60 (0.25–1.47)
0.49 (0.32–0.74)
0.66 (0.24–1.87)
1.25 (0.47–3.33)
1.78 (0.92–3.47)
0.52 (0.07–3.91)
3.30 (0.60–22.08)c
0.72 (0.53–0.99)
1.85 (0.69–4.98)
0.35 (0.16–0.75)

.03
.3
<.001
.4
.7
.09
.7
.2
.04
.2
.007

a

Duration of before and after periods differed based on each site’s readiness to implement computerized CDS and sample size needs; PED 4 was a testing site for CDS so initiated CDS
before other sites to ensure CDS accuracy and reliability.
b P values and adjusted ORs are from logistic regression models, controlling for age group and time trend (if present). All intervention ED results additionally control for site.
c Although the proportion of CT use decreased from before to after CDS, odds increased due to time trend adjustment.
d Because there was no intervention at the control sites, there were no true before and after periods. For statistical testing, a midpoint in data collection at each site (similar to that at
intervention sites) was used to approximate before and after phases.

at very low risk of ciTBI (from 1.6%
to 2.9%; assuming a similar midpoint
as intervention EDs); the control GED
had a significant decrease (from 7.1%
to 2.6%).
Table 4 displays CT rates in all
patients with minor blunt head
trauma. All sites had small absolute
decreases in overall CT use, with 2
PEDs showing statistically significant
decreases after controlling for
age group and secular trends. The
decreased odds of CT use for all
patients with minor trauma did not
change when controlling for potential
confounding factors (odds ratio [OR],
0.91; 95% CI, 0.86–0.97). The control
PED site also showed a decrease in
CT use in all children with minor
blunt head trauma (from 14.1%
to 12.5%); the GED control site CT
rate decreased as well (from 15.5%
to11.5%). Table 5 displays CT rates in
those not at very low risk. For these
patients, there was a decrease in CT
rate at all but 1 intervention site; the
control PED also showed a decrease
in CT use (from 36.5% to 31.4%), but
the GED control site demonstrated an
increase (from 36.9% to 44.4%).
ciTBI was identified on the day of ED
enrollment in 58/58 (100%) patients
before and 55/56 patients (98.2%)
after CDS implementation. The 1

patient not identified at the index
ED visit after CDS implementation
did not meet the PECARN very
low risk criteria (the patient had
a history of loss of consciousness
[LOC]). The patient did not have
neurosurgery. The median LOS after
CDS implementation increased at
7 of the 8 intervention EDs by 7 to
15 minutes (1 reaching statistical
significance, P < .001).
Finally, 3 of the 114 patients who had
ciTBIs met the very low risk criteria
based on the PECARN prediction
rule findings documented in the EHR
head trauma template (sensitivity,
97.4%; 95% CI, 92.5%–99.5%);
none underwent neurosurgery
(Table 6). All 3 patients were from 1
site and either (1) did not have the
head trauma template completed
by an attending physician, (2) had
documented PECARN age-specific
risk factors noted on review of the
medical record text, or (3) there was
concern for nonaccidental trauma.

DISCUSSION
In this clinical trial of children
with minor blunt head trauma,
implementation of EHR CDS that
provided risk estimates of ciTBI
and CT recommendations based
on the PECARN TBI prediction

rules was associated with small but
inconsistent decreases in CT rates,
with secular trends also noted.
Interestingly, the decreased CT
rates in those at very low risk were
particularly noted in children <2
years of age. Overall, all PED and
GED sites had reduced CT rates in
all children with blunt minor head
trauma, regardless of risk of ciTBI.
Importantly, although a potential
concern, there was no increase in
CT rates among those who were not
at very low risk of ciTBI.29 Finally,
we noted a low “miss” rate for ciTBI
and no missed neurosurgeries with
implementation of the rules.
The few previous studies to implement
prediction rules or guidelines aimed to
decrease CT use for patients with head
trauma have shown no change or no
differences between implementation
and control groups.10,11 However, a
recent quality improvement study
noted a decrease in CT use (from 21%
to 15%) with implementation of a
guideline using an EHR order set, with
an additional decrease (from 15% to
9%) with practitioner feedback.13
Our data suggest that a benchmark
of <5% CT use can be consistently
achieved for children at very low
risk of ciTBI. Our data, along with
previous studies, also suggest that
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a CT rate of <15% is achievable for
all children with minor blunt head
trauma.12,13 The low baseline CT use
(except at 1 site) suggest passive
diffusion of the PECARN rules before
our implementation, increased use
of ED observation in lieu of CT, a
Hawthorne effect because clinicians
were aware of the study, or greater
than anticipated secular trends
toward decreased CT use before
study implementation.3 The 1 PED
site in which baseline rates were
higher is part of a high-volume GED
level 1 trauma center for which
surgical staff is frequently involved
in the management of children
with head trauma, which may have
impacted the CT rate.
Compared with previous studies,
we developed our intervention to
provide CDS early in the ED workflow,
before clinician decision-making;
most previous efforts have initiated
and provided CDS at the time of
computer order entry.10,11 Some sites
had more participation in template
documentation by nurses (who often
document earlier in the workflow).
The strategy of using nurses to collect
these data must be weighed against
the modest interobserver reliability
between nurses and physicians for
some clinical findings.30 Experts
continue to call for additional study
to test the benefits of different
workflows and features of EHR-based
CDS (eg, requiring clinicians to justify
overriding advice).18,19,31,32
As in previous studies, we found that
the PECARN TBI prediction rules
accurately identified patients with
ciTBI.12,13,33 However, our study and
previous implementation studies
have noted rare patients “missed”
by the rules either (1) were truly
misidentified by the rule, (2) had
findings that were misinterpreted
by the clinicians, or (3) had findings
inaccurately documented (eg, within
the EHR head trauma template).10
Although we cannot be certain, the 3
patients with ciTBI in our study who
were missed by the rule either had

FIGURE 2
CT use for very low-risk population (intervention sites). CT rates over the study period before and
after CDS implementation for patients at very low risk of ciTBI, by site. Red and blue lines for each site
represent linear regression lines as an illustration of “trajectory” of CT rates over time.

PECARN TBI rule factors that were
inaccurately documented in the head
trauma template or had histories that
were concerning for child abuse (for
whom the PECARN rules were not
intended).
The study has several limitations.
Due to the complexities of
implementing an EHR intervention,
the study was not randomized
and included only 1 EHR type.
We purposefully allowed variation
regarding which type of providers
could complete the head trauma
template. This flexibility facilitated
integration within each site’s

workflow, although it may have
led to some errors in clinical
documentation of PECARN risk
factors and TBI risk assignment.
This flexibility also resulted in 1
site having a higher proportion
of patients with incomplete data
due to lack of documentation of
skull fracture findings by nurses
(who, at this site only, felt this
was beyond their expertise).15 To
capture structured data in the EHR,
we required the creation of a blunt
head trauma data template, which
could be viewed as an intervention
itself. Additionally, we did not
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TABLE 3 CT Rates in Patients With Minor Blunt Head Trauma at Very Low Risk of ciTBI, Stratiﬁed by Age Group
Intervention EDs

Intervention PED site 1
Intervention PED site 2
Intervention PED site 3
Intervention PED site 4
Intervention GED site 5
Intervention GED site 6
Intervention GED site 7
Intervention GED site 8

Age Group

CT Rate Before CDS

CT Rate After CDS

n/N (%)

n/N (%)

<2 y
2–18 y
<2 y
2–18 y
<2 y
2–18 y
<2 y
2–18 y
<2 y
2–18 y
<2 y
2–18 y
<2 y
2–18 y
<2 y
2–18 y

14/195 (7.2)
38/768 (4.9)
5/77 (6.5)
13/357 (3.6)
23/140 (16.4)
42/669 (6.3)
5/40 (12.5)
17/118 (14.4)
1/77 (1.3)
6/264 (2.3)
0/93 (0.0)
15/463 (3.2)
0/15 (0.0)
3/73 (4.1)
0/71 (0.0)
12/232 (5.2)

1/157 (0.6)
21/548 (3.8)
2/67 (3.0)
5/197 (2.5)
18/187 (9.6)
21/711 (3.0)
10/70 (14.3)
32/249 (12.9)
1/88 (1.1)
9/303 (3.0)
4/136 (2.9)
19/385 (4.9)
0/22 (0.0)
3/143 (2.1)
0/108 (0.0)
16/459 (3.5)

Subgroup Pa

Interaction Pb

.02
.3
.3
.5
.07
.004
.6
.6
.9
.6
.2
.3

.04

c

.7
.7
.8
.8
.5
c

.7
c

c

.2

a

Subgroup P value: the P value corresponding to the test of the effect of CDS within the given age subgroup.
b Interaction P value: the P value corresponding to a test of whether the effect of CDS differs between age subgroups.
c Statistic not calculated as CT rate for children <2 y was zero both before and after CDS

TABLE 4 CT Rates in All Patients With Minor Blunt Head Trauma (N=16 635) at Intervention EDs Before and After CDS, Adjusted for Time Trends
EDs

CT Rate Before CDS

Intervention PED 1
Intervention PED 2
Intervention PED 3
Intervention PED 4
Intervention GED 1
Intervention GED 2
Intervention GED 3
Intervention GED 4
All Intervention EDs
Control PEDb
Control GEDb

CT Rate After CDS

n/N (%)

n/N (%)

474/2366 (20.0)
187/1438 (13.0)
389/1930 (20.2)
288/596 (48.3)
68/535 (12.7)
177/1056 (16.8)
25/167 (15.0)
81/480 (16.9)
1689/8568 (19.7)
90/638 (14.1)
81/521 (15.5)

275/1673 (16.4)
117/1036 (11.3)
273/1912 (14.3)
447/1002 (44.6)
53/550 (9.6)
100/830 (12.0)
29/249 (11.6)
87/815 (10.7)
1381/8067 (17.1)
86/688 (12.5)
63/547 (11.5)

Unadjusted OR (95% CI)

Adjusted OR (95% CI)a

Pa

0.79 (0.67–0.93)
0.85 (0.67–1.09)
0.66 (0.56–0.78)
0.86 (0.70–1.06)
0.73 (0.50–1.07)
0.68 (0.52–0.89)
0.75 (0.42–1.33)
0.59 (0.42–0.82)
0.84 (0.78–0.91)
0.87 (0.63–1.19)
0.71 (0.50–1.01)

0.78 (0.67–0.92)
0.84(0.66–1.07)
0.66 (0.56–0.78)
0.86 (0.70–1.05)
0.73 (0.50–1.07)
0.80 (0.48–1.36)
0.74 (0.41–1.31)
0.93 (0.50–1.72)
0.91 (0.86–0.97)
0.86 (0.63–1.18)
0.71 (0.50–1.02)

.004
.2
<.001
.1
.1
.4
.3
.8
.002
.3
.06

a

P values and adjusted ORs are from logistic regression models, controlling for age group and time trend (if present). All intervention ED results additionally control for site.
Because there was no intervention at the control sites, there were no true before and after periods. For statistical testing, a midpoint in data collection at each site (similar to that at
intervention sites) was used to approximate before and after phases.
b

TABLE 5 CT Rates in Patients With Minor Blunt Head Trauma Who Were Not at Very Low Risk for ciTBI by PECARN TBI Prediction Rule Criteria (N = 7117) at
Intervention EDs Before and After CDS, Adjusted for Time Trends
EDs

Intervention PED 1
Intervention PED 2
Intervention PED 3
Intervention PED 4
Intervention GED 1
Intervention GED 2
Intervention GED 3
Intervention GED 4
All intervention EDs
Control PEDb
Control GEDb

CT Rate Before CDS

CT Rate After CDS

n/N (%)

n/N (%)

405/1206 (33.6)
154/657 (23.4)
295/890 (33.1)
249/362 (68.8)
59/154 (38.3)
154/372 (41.4)
21/66 (31.8)
66/139 (47.5)
1403/3846 (36.5)
84/230 (36.5)
58/157 (36.9)

241/790 (30.5)
94/444 (21.2)
223/818 (27.3)
380/586 (64.8)
41/131 (31.3)
76/236 (32.2)
25/70 (35.7)
70/196 (35.7)
1150/3271 (35.2)
70/223 (31.4)
52/117 (44.4)

Unadjusted OR (95% CI)

Adjusted OR (95% CI)a

Pa

0.87 (0.72–1.05)
0.88 (0.66–1.17)
0.76 (0.61–0.93)
0.84 (0.63–1.11)
0.73 (0.45–1.20)
0.67 (0.48–0.95)
1.19 (0.58–2.43)
0.61 (0.39–0.96)
0.94 (0.86–1.04)
0.80 (0.54–1.17)
1.37 (0.84–2.22)

0.87 (0.72–1.05)
0.88 (0.66–1.17)
1.36 (0.87–2.13)
1.15 (0.65–2.05)
0.73 (0.45–1.21)
0.68 (0.48–0.96)
1.20 (0.58–2.44)
0.64 (0.41–1.00)
1.03 (0.91–1.17)
0.79 (0.53–1.18)
1.35 (0.82–2.21)

.2
.4
.2
.6
.2
.03
.6
.05
.6
.2
.2

a

P values and adjusted OR are from logistic regression models, controlling for age group and time trend (if present). All intervention ED results additionally control for site.
Because there was no intervention at the control sites, there were no true before and after periods. For statistical testing, a midpoint in data collection at each site (similar to that at
intervention sites) was used to approximate before and after phases.
b
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TABLE 6 Patients With ciTBI Who Met Very Low Risk Criteria Based on the PECARN Prediction Rule Findings Documented in the EHR Head Trauma Template
Age
ciTBIa Neurosurgery
Group (y)

CT Findings

Highest Level
PECARN Risk
Potential Discrepancy
Concern
Worsened
Clinician Who Findings Recorded Between PECARN
in ED for
Clinical Status
Completed Data
in ED note
Risk Factor Findings Nonaccidental
While in ED
in Head Trauma
Documented in
Trauma
Template
Template and Text of
ED Note

<2

Yes

No

Extraaxial
hematoma,
midline shift

Fellow

<2

Yes

No

Fellow

<2

Yes

No

Subdural
hematoma
Subdural
hematoma

Nurse

Other Clinical
Findings Either
in Head Trauma
Template or ED
Medical Record
Text

PE: “groggy” (AMS),
“bump on
occiput” (scalp
hematoma)
None

Yes

No

No

Vomiting
Possible seizure

No

No

None

Hx: “Lifeless” after
injury (LOC)
PE: inconsolable
crying in ED
(AMS)

Yes

Yes (bruises to
face)
Yes (bruises to
face)

No

None

AMS, altered mental status; Hx, patient history; PE, physical examination.
a ciTBI: death from the TBI, neurosurgical procedure for TBI, intubation for at least 24 hours for TBI, or hospitalization for 2 or more nights due to the head trauma in association with TBI on CT.

collect data to assess whether those
who completed the template and
viewed the CDS were also those who
ordered CTs. At all sites, however, if
residents evaluated patients before
the attending/fellow, they were
expected to discuss the case before
ordering neuroimaging. The design
also allowed patients to be enrolled
more than once, although it is unclear
how this would meaningfully change
CT use given the large overall sample
size and the sporadic nature of head
trauma.
Our analytical approach adjusted
for secular trends. However, it is
impossible to completely exclude the
influence of secular trends on the
assessment of the intervention. The
baseline CT rates for those at very
low risk of ciTBI were substantially
lower than expected, making it
difficult to consistently achieve
significant reductions or note secular
trends (particularly at the control
PED). The low baseline CT rates in
children at very low risk of ciTBI
were potentially due to passive
diffusion of the PECARN rules,
increased awareness of the risks of
CT resulting in more judicial use of
CT, and, at the community GEDs, a
reflection of an integrated health
system focused on highly efficient
care.2,3 Additional study should

determine whether greater
CT reductions occur in EDs with
higher baseline CT use. The
variability in baseline rates could
provide a real-world view of how
the CDS might work at institutions
with differing characteristics.
Additionally, for practical reasons,
we used a control site with a different
EHR than the intervention sites. A
better control site would have been
1 that used the same EHR to limit
any variability in CT use due to
differences in EHRs. Finally, we were
unable to assess for other potential
confounders that might impact CT
use, such as personal perspectives,
organizational initiatives to
minimize unnecessary imaging, use
of alternative neuroimaging when
appropriate (eg MRI), and family,
consultant, or other specialist
requests.34–36

CONCLUSIONS
The implementation of TBI
prediction rules and provision of
risks of ciTBI by using computerized
CDS was associated with modest but
variable decreases in rates of CT use
for children at very low risk of ciTBI
and for all children with minor blunt
head trauma, without increasing the
rate of missed injuries. However,
decreased CT rates were inconsistent

across study sites and secular trends
were noted.
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